
Lucky Tree™ 
 

 

The objective of the game is to obtain winning symbol combinations by spinning 
the reels.  
 
HOW TO PLAY  
 
SELECT YOUR STAKE  
 
Click the STAKE/LINE button to choose your stake.  
 
LINES  
 
This meter displays the number of lines being played. All lines are always in play.  
 
STAKE 
 
This meter displays the total amount wagered per spin.  
 
START THE GAME  
 
Click the button showing an arrow to start your game.  
 
TOTAL WIN  
 
This meter displays the total amount won for any single spin.  
 
PAYTABLE  
 
All pays except scatter pays are left to right on an active payline starting from the 
leftmost reel. Only the highest win is paid per line played. All pays except scatter 
pays are adjacent on an active payline. Scatter Pays are paid for symbols 
appearing in any position on the reels. Pay table is dynamic and reflects actual 
payouts based on current wager. Wins on different lines are added together and 



scatter wins (if available) are added to payline wins. All pays in currency. 
Malfunction Voids all pays and plays.  
 
Base Game  
 
Dragon symbol is wild and substitutes for all symbols except FORTUNE CAT, 
WILD FORTUNE CAT, YIN YANG, WILD YIN YANG, FREE GAME YING YANG 
and WILD FREE GAME YING YANG.  
 
COIN symbol is wild and substitutes for all symbols except FORTUNE CAT, 
WILD FORTUNE CAT, YIN YANG, WILD YIN YANG, FREE GAME YING YANG, 
WILD FREE GAME YING YANG and DRAGON.  
 
WILD FORTUNE CAT symbol does not substitute for YIN YANG, WILD YIN 
YANG or DRAGON.  
 
WILD YIN YANG symbol does not substitute for FORTUNE CAT, WILD 
FORTUNE CAT or DRAGON.  
 
WILD FREE GAME YIN YANG symbol does not substitute for DRAGON.  
 
YIN YANG, WILD YIN YANG, FREE GAME YIN YANG and WILD FREE GAME 
YIN YANG symbols are scatters.  
 
FORTUNE CAT and WILD FORTUNE CAT symbols are scatters. 
 
WILD COIN MYSTERY FEATURE  
 
Any base game spin may trigger Wild Coin Mystery Feature. At the completion of 
each spin, if triggered, the tree will shake and 2-7 coins will fall, turning symbols 
where they land into a wild. During the Free Game Bonus Feature, Wild Coin 
Mystery Feature will trigger after each spin and 3-7 coins will fall, turning symbols 
where they land into a wild. If a coin lands on a YIN YANG it will change to WILD 
YIN YANG and be both Free Games Bonus trigger and wild on active payline. If 
a coin lands on a FORTUNE CAT it will change to WILD FORTUNE CAT and be 
both Pick Bonus trigger and wild on active payline. If a coin lands on a FREE 
GAME YIN YANG it will change to WILD FREE GAME YIN YANG and be both 
Free Game Bonus Retrigger and wild on active payline. If a coin lands on a 
DRAGON it will remain DRAGON.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



FREE GAME BONUS  
 
3 Scattered YIN YANG or WILD YIN YANG symbols appearing anywhere on 
reels 2, 3 and 4 awards 10 free spins.  
 
3 Scattered FREE GAME YIN YANG or WILD FREE GAME YIN YANG 
appearing anywhere on reels 2, 3 and 4 during the Free Game Bonus awards an 
additional 10 free spins. Additional free spins are added to the remaining Free 
Spins.  
 
During Free Game Bonus, Wild Coin Mystery Feature will trigger after each spin. 
Free Games are played on alternate reels. All free games are played with the 
stake that was in play when the free games were started. Free Game Bonus 
ends when no Free Games remain. Free Game Bonus paid in addition to line 
pays. Pick Bonus is not available during Free Game Bonus.  
 
Pick Bonus 
 
3 Scattered FORTUNE CAT or WILD FORTUNE CAT appearing anywhere on 
reels 1, 3 and 5 triggers the Pick Bonus. The final award to the player will be 
multiplied with the Stake. Player chooses one of the three Pick spheres shown 
on the screen revealing 6-12, 14 or 15 picks awarded for the feature. During the 
Pick Bonus feature, the player will choose positions from a grid and Pick symbols 
will be revealed. Any matching Pick symbols that have been revealed will pay 
according to the Pick Bonus Paytable. Only the highest number of matches of 
each Pick symbol is paid. The Pick Bonus feature ends when no more picks 
remain. Pick Bonus paid in addition to line pays. 

Return to Players 

The theoretical average return to player for this game is 96.00%. This RTP 
represents the long-term expected payback of the game which has been 
calculated by an independent testing company, in accordance with required 
regulations. Any combination of wins in a single game is limited and will not 
exceed $250,000.00. It may not be possible to reach this limit in a single game 
from every stake configuration. 


